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This movie has no reviews added so far. More Links. Frames Cinema Journal: Cilli Pogodda and Danny Gronmaier on The War Tapes and the Poetics of Affect
The War Tapes - Docurama - Cinedigm Entertainment
The War Tapes movie reviews & Metacritic score: In March 2004, just as the insurgent movement strengthened, several members of one National Guard unit. Cincinnati World Cinema: The War Tapes Apr 24, 2007. Uses footage shot by three members of the National Guard deployed in Iraq. Sergeant Steve Pink is a wisecracking carpenter who aspires to The War Tapes - Wikipedia Jul 7, 2006. At one point in the gripping documentary The War Tapes starstarstarstar, a National Guardsman doing his bit for Operation Iraqi
Watch The War Tapes Online - FreeDocumentaries.Org
Not rated. The War Tapes Trailer military.com Cincinnati World Cinema is a volunteer-based organization created to provide the community with outstanding motion pictures that explore the human condition. Images for The War Tapes
Click above to watch The War Tapes trailer using Flash You can also view the Trailer using generic
SFGate Available in: DVD. Three soldiers offer viewers a close-up and deeply personal view of the war in Iraq in this documentary. Filmmaker Deborah Scranton gave The War Tapes Feb 14, 2010 - 2 min Directed by Deborah Scranton, and produced by Robert May The Fog of War and Steve James. The War Tapes Film Review Slant Magazine Documentary. The War Tapes 2006 SGT Steve Pink filming in front of a Humvee in Iraq. Shot through binoculars - MSR Tampa, north of Taji, Iraq Add Image - See all 5 photos ?The War Tapes St. Louis News and Events Riverfront Times With the Bush administrations decision to embed reporters with the troops, Gulf War II has become the most documented conflict in human history. So dire